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Custom Hampers Studio is a Melbourne based Hamper Business providing gift 
solutions to Corporate Business and Individuals all over Australia.

The founder and owner of Custom Hampers Studio Belinda Taylor has a strong 
corporate back ground with over 19 years of corporate experience.

With this comes a great understanding on the best way to provide tailored gifts 
to business.

A large part of our business is working with Corporate clients one on one.  This 
is a custom service to ensure that the purpose, packaging and budget are all 
considered.

Custom Hampers Studio operate www.customhamperstudio.com.au that has a 
vast range of Corporate, For Her, For Him and Luxe Baby Range.

Our Hampers are unique and beautifully presented.  We are proud to say that 
we include many Australian Made, Australian Brands and Handmade Australian 
Products.

OUR STORY
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LET’S CREATE

Custom Branded Ribbon Choice of Packaging 

Custom Branded Label

Branded Products to  
suit Brand and Budget

Tailored Contents 
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CUSTOM SERVICE

LET’S TALK

Custom Hampers Studios will ensure that we provide a complete Gifting 
Solution to ensure we meet your 

PURPOSE We will work with you closely to ensure that the purpose  
 of the Gift is met and the products reflect this.

PACKAGING We will tailor a complete packaging solution to reflect your  
 brand. We have many options available.

BUDGET We will ensure your Budget is considered at all times.

1) Contact our corporate custom service team by phoning   
 0428 402 576 or email info@customhamperstudio.com.au

2) We can discuss your gifting solutions in person, by phone or email.  

3 We will provide you with a range of concepts to meet your brief  
 and budget. We will work with you until you are completely happy  
 with products, packaging and budget.

4) We will book in your delivery

5) Let us take care of the rest
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GIFT IDEAS
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GIFT IDEAS
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TESTIMONIALS

“Custom Hampers Studio is always able to assist at short 
notice or pre plan for events I have coming up . I always 
receive compliments from the recipient of how beautiful 
the hamper was. I am always confident to ask for Custom 
Hampers Studio for advice or give a budget and description 
and they match a hamper perfectly! Will continue to use 
and have never been disappointed!”

“I have recently commenced working with Custom Hampers 
Studio and have found the experience delightful.

The entire process which comprised of ordering in excess 
of 100 hampers for our clients has been seamless.  What I 
like most is Belinda’s personal touch, her attention to detail 
and passion for the product.  

Thank you Belinda, you are a pleasure to work with”

Thank you Custom Hamper Studio!. The service was  
exceptional. 

Presentation of the hamper was Divine, the beautiful 
packaging made it a really special and luxurious surprise.  

The way you managed to incorporate and theme our 
company colors and Logo truly blew our clients away. 
Belinda and the team you continue to excel, keep up the 
good work.

Property Investment Specialists 
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